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Secondary ELA Distance Learning         
 
Dear Students and Families, 
 
We hope you are safe and healthy while you are out of school and learning from home! Your assignments in ELA are planned to address both 
content and skills that you’ve already covered this year – to both review and extend your learning. You will be reviewing, applying, and 
extending content from the first three units.  
 
Close Reading and Study 

Each week (unit) is built around one or two key complex texts and experiences are designed to support an ongoing, deeper analysis of the 
text leading to a written response to the culminating question. Each week (unit) includes the following:  

• Complex Texts 

• Vocabulary Study 

• Text-Dependent Questions 

• Sentence-Level Exercises 

• Constructed Responses 

• Reflection  
 

Each module follows a similar sequence, so the routine established in the first unit should feel similar in the third, although the content and 
tasks will be specific to the texts you’re studying.  Be sure to follow the directions provided throughout the lessons!  
We recommend that you spend 40-60 minutes per day working on these tasks, as we’ve outlined in the Daily Sequence and Goals below, 
but you can decide how best to organize your work and spread it out across the week. 
 

  

Daily Sequence Learning Plan 

 
Day 1 and First Read

•Goal: Reading begins with 
defining key vocabulary. Start 
with vocabulary and then 
read the text set straight 
through to complete 
objective summaries.  

Day 2 and Second Read

•Goal: During this read, stop 
and address text-dependent 
questions and tasks. They will 
help you better understand 
the texts.

Day 3 and Third Read

•Goal: It's imporant to go back 
to the text and collect textual 
evidence before you craft a 
claim and organize your 
thinking for writing. Return to 
the text to complete the 
evidence collection chart.

Day 4 and Fourth Read & Writing

•Goal: Throughout the writing 
process, you should refer 
back to the text, evidence 
collection chart, and multi-
paragraph outline to develop 
your response. 
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Distance Learning Week: 7 
ELA III Unit 4 Responding to a Call to Action 

Description: In this text set, you will build on your reading and thinking from the 
previous weeks by engaging with another text set, this time from the 1978 -present 
time period. You’ll examine and explain ways that artists have responded to injustice 
by becoming active and creating political, social, and economic responses that 
demonstrated their strength and ability to organize large groups of people around a 
common cause. 

Culminating Question: How do artists respond in socially active ways? Cite and 
explain evidence from two or more texts in your response. 

Addressed CCSS:  

Reading: RI.11.6, RI.11.7, RI.11.3 RI.11.4 RI.11.1, RI.11.2 Writing - W.11.2 Speaking & ListeningSL.11.2, SL.11.3 Language - L.11.1, L.11.2, L.11.4 

Text(s): SNL Opening Monologue by Aziz Ansari, “Formation” by Beyoncé, “No Place for Self-Pity, No Room for Fear” by Toni Morrison 

Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 
Learning Objective: You will be able to… 

• Identify elements of four artistic 
approaches to socially active 
responses to injustice. 

Learning Objective: You will be able to… 

• Interpret ways that artists respond 
to injustice in socially active ways. 

Learning Objective: You will be able to… 

• Choose evidence of how artists 
respond in socially active ways. 

Learning Objectives: You will be able 
to…  

• Explain how artists challenged and 
changed issues in their 
communities. 

Agenda:  
1. Close Reading Overview and 

Introduction to Weeks 6 and 7** 
2. Warm Up 
3. First read of text set 
4. Objective Summary: Tweet it Up! 

Agenda:  
1. Warm Up 
2. Second Read of text set 
3. Text dependent questions 
4. Exit Ticket 

Agenda:  
1. Warm Up 
2. Third Read  
3. Prompt/Evidence Collection 

Video** 
4. Evidence Collection Chart 
5. Multi-Paragraph Outline 

Agenda:  
1. Warm Up 
2. Culminating Response 

Instructional Videos and/or Digital Resources 
• Close Reading Overview  

• Introduction to Weeks 6 and 7 

 • Prompt / Evidence Collection  

*suggested, if available  **optional, enhancement 
 

  Key Vocabulary 

Motive Radical Depress Exhaust Deliberate 

  

http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RI/11-12/6/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RI/11-12/7/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RI/11-12/3/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RI/11-12/4/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RI/11-12/1/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RI/11-12/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/11-12/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/SL/11-12/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/SL/11-12/3/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/11-12/1/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/11-12/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/L/11-12/4/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC4vnJiG1jb_855lbwb-2nQw
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC4vnJiG1jb_855lbwb-2nQw
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC4vnJiG1jb_855lbwb-2nQw
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Task List for Responding to a Call to Action 

Directions: The tasks listed below should be completed during the course of this week.    

Tasks Cat. Points Due Done Grade 

Frayer Model Practice 50 (10pts per) Day 1   

Tweet it Up! Practice 50 (total) Day 1   

Warm Up Practice 25 (total) Day 2   

Text-Dependent Questions and Annotations Practice 50 (total) Day 2   

Exit Ticket Practice 50 (total) Day 3   

Warm Up Practice 25 (total) Day 3   

Evidence Collection Chart Assessment 50 (total) Day 3   

Multi-Paragraph Outline Practice 50 (total) Day 3   

Warm Up Practice 25 (total) Day 4   

Culminating Response Assessment 100 (total) Day 4   
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Day 1 

Learning Objective: You will be able to…. 

• Identify elements of four artistic 

approaches to socially active 

responses to injustice. 

Agenda: 
1. Close Reading Overview and 

Introduction to Weeks 6 and 7** 
2. Warm Up 
3. First read of text set 
4. Objective Summary: Tweet it Up! 

Tasks:  
 Warm Up 

 Objective Summary 

Videos/Digital Resources:  

• Close Reading Overview  

• Introduction to Weeks 6 

and 7** 

Use this chart to help you refine your understanding of the vocabulary words: 
Word Definition Image Example 

Deliberate thought out in advance; 
carefully considered; 
premeditated. 
   

They jumped into the project with no deliberate plan, so it 
was not surprising that their efforts failed. 
 

Motive an idea, need, desire, or 
impulse that causes a person 
to act in a particular way or do 
a particular thing; reason. 
  

No one could understand her motives for making such a 
drastic change to her decision. 
 

Radical extreme or complete, as a 
particular action or behavior. 

 

Creating a personal computer was considered a radical 
idea 40 years ago. 
 

Depress to cause to be unhappy or 
dejected. 

 

This gloomy weather depresses me. 

exhaust 
 

to consume all of; use up. 

 

The expenses of buying the house exhausted his funds 
and his patience. 
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Key Vocabulary 

Motive Radical Depress Exhaust Deliberate 

 

Vocabulary Frayer Model 
The Frayer Model is a graphic organizer for building student vocabulary. This technique requires students to define target vocabulary and apply 
their knowledge by generating examples and non-examples, giving characteristics, and/or drawing a picture to illustrate the meaning of the 
word. 

Directions: Look up the definition of each vocabulary word and 
complete all spaces with information related to the word. 

 
Definition (in your own words) 

 
Traits/Characteristics 

Sentence 
 

Real World Examples 
 

  

Deliberate 
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Vocabulary Frayer Model 

 
Definition (in your own words) 

 
Traits/Characteristics 

 
Definition (in your own words) 

 
Traits/Characteristics 

Sentence 
 

Real World Examples 
 

Sentence 
 

Real World Examples 
 

 

Vocabulary Frayer Model 

 
Definition (in your own words) 

 
Traits/Characteristics 

 
Definition (in your own words) 

 
Traits/Characteristics 

Sentence 
 

Real World Examples 
 

Sentence 
 

Real World Examples 
 

  

Motive Radical 

Exhaust Depress 
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Directions: For the first read, read all texts straight through. Then, on Day 2, read through for a second time and answer text-dependent questions. On day 3, 
reread to gather evidence and outline.  

SNL Opening Monologue by Aziz Ansari  

Text Annotations/Questions 

ANSARI: Thank you! Thank you very much! Wow. I can’t believe this. I’m here hosting “Saturday Night Live.”  
[APPLAUSE]  
Yeah! The day after Trump’s inauguration. Mmmmm. Pretty cool to know, though, he’s probably at home right now 
watching a brown guy make fun of him though, right?  
[APPLAUSE]  
Crazy couple of days, man. Yesterday, Trump was inaugurated. Today, an entire gender protested against him. Wow.  
[APPLAUSE]  
Everyone should support that. It shows that people care. Very cool. I do think we should be careful, though. You 
know? We can’t demonize everyone that voted for Trump. Some people are like, everyone that voted for Trump is a 
dumb racist misogynist homophobe. Hold on. We’re talking about 63 million people. You know? Don’t judge them by 
their worst. I’m sure there’s some people that had different political priorities. I’m sure there’s some people that 
voted for him with reservations.  
I’m sure there’s a lot of people voted for Trump the same way a lot of people l isten to the music of Chris Brown, 
where it’s like, “Hey, man! I’m just here for the tunes. I’m just here for the tunes! I don’t know about that other stuff. 
I just like the dancing and the music. I don’t condone the extracurriculars.”  
If you think about it, Donald Trump is basically the Chris Brown of politics. And “Make America Great Again” is his 
“These **** ain’t loyal.”  
[APPLAUSE]  
  
So, look. We’re divided. It’s O.K. We’ve always been divided by some of these big political issues. It’s fine. As long 
as we treat each other with respect and remember that ultimately we’re all Americans, we’ll be fine.  
But the problem is —  
[APPLAUSE]  
The problem is, there’s a new group. I’m talking about this tiny slice of people that have gotten way too fired up about 

the Trump thing for the wrong reasons. I’m talking about these people that, as soon as Trump won, they’re like, “We 
don’t have to pretend like we’re not racist anymore! We don’t have to pretend anymore! We can be racist 
again! Whoo!”  
 
[MR. ANSARI PUMPS HIS FIST, THEN LOWERS IT INTO A NAZI SALUTE]  
 
Whoa, whoa, whoa, whoa! No, no! If you’re one of these people, please go back to pretending. You’ve got to go back 
to pretending. I’m so sorry we never thanked you for your service. We never realized how much effort you were 
putting into the pretending. But you gotta go back to pretending.  
[APPLAUSE]  
Hey. I know it’s been a rough couple of years. Obama, “Empire,” “Hamilton.” It’s just been hit after hit after hit. “Star 
Wars” movies where the only white characters are storm troopers. I get it! It’s been rough! But you’ve got to stop.  
You know who I’m talking about. There’s like this new, lower-case K.K.K. movement that started — this kind of casual 
white supremacy. “Oh, let me put my foot in the pool and see how cold this water really is.” No! No! I’m talking about 
these people that are running around saying stuff like, “Trump won! Go back to Africa!” “Trump won! Go back to 
Mexico!” They see me: “Trump won, go back — to where you came from.”  
Yeah. They’re not usually geography buffs.  
[APPLAUSE]  

  
  
  
  
 How does Ansari broach the subject of race in a comedic way? What does he compare President 
Trump to? Why does he make this comparison?  
  
  
  
  
  
  
After this joke, what does Ansari want America to do? Underline your response.   
  
  
  
  
  
  
How does Ansari transition to discuss the serious issue of racism to underscore the challenge in just 
calling for unity?  
  
  
 According to Ansari, how might some of these people test out their beliefs about white supremacy?  
  
  
  
  
  
How does Ansari use tone to express his thinking?  
  
  
  
  
  
What is Ansari’s purpose for name-dropping here?  
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Is that the plan, by the way? We’re all going to move? All the minorities? Forty-some percent of the country? Every 
minority’s going to move?  
Beyoncé’s going to move? Beyoncé ain’t moving.  
I ain’t moving. O.K.? My parents —  
[APPLAUSE]  
My parents moved from India to South Carolina in the early ’80s. They didn’t move until nine years ago. You know 
where they moved? North Carolina. They love it here. They’re not leaving.  
[APPLAUSE]  
  
Lower-case K.K.K., man. They’re out there. You know? Hate crimes and stuff are on the rise. You know, as far as people 
in my own skin tone, brown people. I think part of the problem is a lot of these people, they just haven’t interacted 
with any brown people in their normal life. The only people they see are these monsters in the news who are just a 
drop in the ocean.  
Maybe what needs to happen is when they do the news report, they should do a second report about some other 
brown people that are just up to normal stuff — just to calm those people down.  
So the reports are like: “The suspects are considered armed and dangerous. Not armed and dangerous — these four 
other Muslim people that are eating nachos in Chicago. Let’s go to footage of them. Uh-oh, looks like Nasir just spilled 
a little cheese on his khakis! Got a little overambitious with that last dip! We’ve all been there!”  
[APPLAUSE]  
A lot of people are Islamophobic, which doesn’t make sense on paper because you know the God in Islam is the same 
God that was revealed to Abraham. Judaism, Christianity, same God. But people are scared. Why? Because any time 
they watch movies, and TV shows, and a character is Arabic, or they’re praying or something like that, that scary-ass 
music from “Homeland” is underneath it, it’s terrifying!  
[APPLAUSE]  
People are like, “Aah! What are they saying?” Just “God is good!” Normal religion stuff! It’s O.K.! You want to end 
Islamophobia? Honestly, just change that music. Like, if the music was different — if it was just, like, [singing theme 
to “The Benny Hill Show”], people would be like, “Man, Islam its one whimsical religion, isn’t it?”  
[APPLAUSE]  
I think Trump should make a speech. A real speech denouncing the lower-case K.K.K. Don’t tweet about me being 
lame or the show. Write a speech. A real speech. Because these people are out there, and it’s pissing a lot of people 
off. And I think it could make a difference. Because other presidents have done things like this, and it has helped. 
Hate crimes and stuff that went down.  
Now George Bush, George W. Bush made a speech after 9/11, and it really helped. Things changed. This what he said 
in his speech, and I’m paraphrasing slightly. He said, “Islam is peace. The perpetrators of these attacks, they don’t 
represent Islam. They represent war and violence. Our enemies are not our Muslim brothers and sisters. Our enemies 
are a network of radical terrorists.” And everyone applauded. Democrats, Republicans, it didn’t matter. Because it’s 
not about politics. It’s about basic human decency and remembering why the country was founded in the first place.  
And I was sitting there and I’m watching this speech and I’m like, “What the hell has happened? I’m sitting here 
wistfully watching old George W. Bush speeches?” Just sitting there like, “What a leader he was!” Sixteen years ago, 
I was certain this dude was a *****. Now, I’m sitting there like, “He guided us with his eloquence!”  
[APPLAUSE]  
I want to leave you guys with a serious thought. I know there’s a lot of people that are worr ied right now. This is a 
weird time.  
If you’re excited about Trump, great. He’s president. Let’s hope he does a great job.  
If you’re scared about Trump and you’re very worried, you’re going to be O.K., too. Because if you look at our country’s 
history, change doesn’t come from presidents. Change comes from large groups of angry people. And if Day 1 is any 
indication, you are part of the largest group of angry people I have ever seen.  
[APPLAUSE]  
Good luck to you.  

 

 

 
How does his tone shift again?  
  
  
  
  
  
  
Explain the reference that Ansari makes to negative, racist narratives.  
  
  
   
  
  
  
  
  
What alternative does Ansari propose to negative narratives portrayed in the media?  
  
  
  
  
  
  
What is Ansari’s point about Islam?   
  
  
    
  
  
How does Ansari’s tone shift again?  
  
  
  
  
  
What does Ansari call for President Trump to do? What example does he point to? 
  
  
  
  
  
What does Ansari call America to do in response to racism?  
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“No Place for Self-Pity, No Room for Fear” by Toni Morrison  
Directions: In this article, Morrison writes about her feelings about oppressive regimes and how artists can use their craft to respond and heal. Write the answers to the 
questions below using evidence from the text in your responses.   
Text Annotations/Questions 

Christmas, the day after, in 2004, following the presidential re-election of George W. Bush.  
  
I am staring out of the window in an extremely dark mood, feeling helpless. Then a friend, a fellow artist, calls to 
wish me happy holidays. He asks, “How are you?” And instead of “Oh, fine—and you?”, I blurt out the truth: “Not 
well. Not only am I depressed, I can’t seem to work, to write; it’s as though I am paralyzed, unable to write anything 
more in the novel I’ve begun. I’ve never felt this way before, but the election….” I am about to explain with further 
detail when he interrupts, shouting: “No! No, no, no! This is precisely the time when artists go to work—not when 
everything is fine, but in times of dread. That’s our job!”  
I felt foolish the rest of the morning, especially when I recalled the artists who had done their work in gulags, prison 
cells, hospital beds; who did their work while hounded, exiled, reviled, pilloried. And those who were executed.  
The list—which covers centuries, not just the last one—is long. A short sample will include Paul Robeson, Primo Levi, 
Ai Weiwei, Oscar Wilde, Pablo Picasso, Dashiell Hammett, Wole Soyinka, Fyodor Dostoyevsky, Alexander 
Solzhenitsyn, Lillian Hellman, Salman Rushdie, Herta Müller, Walter Benjamin. An exhaustive list would run into the 
hundreds.  
Dictators and tyrants routinely begin their reigns and sustain their power with the deliberate and calculated 
destruction of art: the censorship and book-burning of unpoliced prose, the harassment and detention of painters, 
journalists, poets, playwrights, novelists, essayists. This is the first step of a despot whose instinctive acts of 
malevolence are not simply mindless or evil; they are also perceptive. Such despots know very well that their 
strategy of repression will allow the real tools of oppressive power to flourish. Their plan is simple:  
1. Select a useful enemy—an “Other”—to convert rage into conflict, even war.  
2. Limit or erase the imagination that art provides, as well as the critical thinking of scholars and journalists.  
3. Distract with toys, dreams of loot, and themes of superior religion or defiant national pride that enshrine past 
hurts and humiliations.  
The Nation1 could never have existed or flourished in 1940s Spain, or 2014 Syria, or apartheid South Africa, or 1930s 
Germany. And the reason is clear. It was born in the United States in 1865, the year of Lincoln’s assassination, when 
political division was stark and lethal—during, as my friend said, times of dread. But no prince or king or dictator 
could interfere successfully or forever in a country that seriously prized freedom of the press. This is not to say there 
weren’t elements that tried censure, but they could not, over the long haul, win. The Nation, with its history of 
disruptive, probing, intelligent essays sharing wide space equally with art criticism, reviews, poetry and drama, is as 
crucial now as it has been for 150 years.  
  
In this contemporary world of violent protests, internecine war, cries for food and peace, in which whole desert 
cities are thrown up to shelter the dispossessed, abandoned, terrified populations running for their lives and the 
breath of their children, what are we (the so-called civilized) to do?  
The solutions gravitate toward military intervention and/or internment—killing or jailing. Any gesture other than 
those two in this debased political climate is understood to be a sign of weakness. One wonders why the label 
“weak” has become the ultimate and unforgivable sin. Is it because we have become a nation so frightened of 
others, itself and its citizens that it does not recognize true weakness: the cowardice in the insistence on guns 
everywhere, war anywhere? How adult, how manly is it to shoot abortion doctors, schoolchildren, pedestrians, 

  
  
  
 
What does Morrison realize about the call for artists to “go to work?” Cite evidence in your 
response.   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
According to Morrison, how do dictators and tyrants rule and sustain their power?  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
Restate, in your own words, the plan that dictators and tyrants use to allow “oppressive power 
to flourish.”  
  
  
  
  
  
  
Read the underlined question. What is the intent behind asking this question? What purpose 
does it serve?  
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fleeing black teenagers? How strong, how powerful is the feeling of having a murderous weapon in the pocket, on 
the hip, in the glove compartment of your car? How leaderly is it to threaten war in foreign affairs simply out of 
habit, manufactured fear or national ego? And how pitiful? Pitiful because we must know, at some level of 
consciousness, that the source of and reason for our instilled aggression is not only fear. It is also money: the profit 
motive of the weapons industry, the financial support of the military-industrial complex that President Eisenhower 
warned us about.  
Forcing a nation to use force is easy when the citizenry is rife with discontent, experiencing feelings of a 
powerlessness that can be easily soothed by violence. And when the political discourse is shredded by an unreason 
and hatred so deep that vulgar abuse seems normal, disaffection rules. Our debates, for the most part, are examples 
unworthy of a playground: name-calling, verbal slaps, gossip, giggles, all while the swings and slides of governance 
remain empty.  
For most of the last five centuries, Africa has been understood to be poor, desperately poor, in spite of the fact that 
it is outrageously rich in oil, gold, diamonds, precious metals, etc. But since those riches do not, in large part, belong 
to the people who have lived there all their lives, it has remained in the mind of the West worthy of disdain, sorrow 
and, of course, pillage. We sometimes forget that colonialism was and is war, a war to control and own another 
country’s resources—meaning money. We may also delude ourselves into thinking that our efforts to “civilize” or 
“pacify” other countries are not about money. Slavery was always about money: free labor producing money for 
owners and industries. The contemporary “working poor” and “jobless poor” are like the dormant riches of “darkest 
colonial Africa”—available for wage theft and property theft, and owned by metastasizing corporations stifling 
dissident voices.  
None of this bodes well for the future. Still, I remember the shout of my friend that day after Christmas: No! This 
is precisely the time when artists go to work. There is no time for despair, no place for self-pity, no need for silence, 
no room for fear. We speak, we write, we do language. That is how civilizations heal.  
  

I know the world is bruised and bleeding, and though it is important not to ignore its pain, it is also critical to refuse 
to succumb to its malevolence. Like failure, chaos contains information that can lead to knowledge—even wisdom. 
Like art.  

  
  
What does Morrison believe is the “usual” way to solving problems?   
  
  
What are two reasons that Morrison points to that cause the use of military involvement and 
internment?  
   
  
  
  
  
What other challenges are present that allow the use of force to be the tool of choice to censor 
and oppress people?  
   
  
  
  
  
  
  
According to Morrison, what do many oppressive practices stem from? Cite examples from this 
paragraph in your response.   
  
  
  
  
  
What is the solution that Morrison reflects is the best of all, for artists and for all people?  
  
  

 

VIDEO – “Formation” by Beyoncé 
Directions: In this video, Beyoncé calls women into “formation,” particularly around issues of social injustices committed against African American people 
following the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina. Click on this link and watch the clean version of the video. 

Lyrics Image-based Questions Text-Dependent Questions 

[Intro: Messy Mya]1  
What happened at the New Wil’ins?  

  

  

What are some of the initial images shown in the 

introduction of the song?  
  
  

What is the intent and purpose behind this question?  
  
  

http://www.beyonce.com/formation/
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[Refrain: Beyoncé]  
Y'all haters corny with that Illuminati mess  
Paparazzi, catch my fly and my cocky fresh  
I'm so reckless when I rock my Givenchy dress (stylin')  
I'm so possessive so I rock his Roc necklaces  

  
  
  
  
  
  
My daddy Alabama, momma Louisiana  
You mix that negro with that Creole, make a Texas bama  
I like my baby hair with baby hair and afros  
I like my negro nose with Jackson Five nostrils  
Earned all this money, but they never take the country out me  
I got hot sauce in my bag, swag  

  
[Interlude: Messy Mya + Big Freedia]  

  
Oh yeah, baby, oh yeah I, ohhhhh, oh, yes, I like that  
I did not come to play with you hoes, haha  
I came to slay,  
I like cornbreads and collard greens,   
Oh, yes, you besta believe it  
  
[Refrain: Beyoncé]  
Y'all haters corny with that lluminati mess  
Paparazzi, catch my fly and my cocky fresh  
I'm so reckless when I rock my Givenchy dress (stylin')  
I'm so possessive so I rock his Roc necklaces  
My daddy Alabama, momma Louisiana  
You mix that negro with that Creole, make a Texas bama  
I like my baby hair with baby hair and afros  
I like my negro nose with Jackson Five nostrils  
Earned all this money but they never take the country out me  
I got hot sauce in my bag, swag  

  
  

  
  
  
  
At 0:36, three African American girls appear. 
What theme does their appearance 

communicate?  
  
  
  
  
  
What images does Beyoncé show at this point in 

the song?  
   
  
  
  
  
  
How does the image change at this part of the 

video?  
  
  
  
  
  
Where are the women located? What is 

significant about their location?  
2  
  
  
  
  

What is significant about using Messy Mya’s voice?  
  
  
  
  
How does Beyoncé feel about herself?   
   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
Think about the images and lyrics together. How does Beyoncé combine the text with the visual 

to create meaning?  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
What words and phrases highlight her love of self?  
Underline evidence.  
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[Chorus: Beyoncé]  
I see it, I want it, I stunt, yellow bone it  
I dream it, I work hard, I grind 'til I own it  
I twirl on them haters, albino alligators  
El Camino with the seat low, sippin' Cuervo with no chaser  
Sometimes I go off (I go off), I go hard (I go hard)  
Get what's mine (take what's mine), I'm a star (I'm a star)  
Cause I slay (slay), I slay (hey), I slay (okay), I slay (okay)  
All day (okay), I slay (okay), I slay (okay), I slay (okay)  
We gon' slay (slay), gon' slay (okay), we slay (okay), I slay (okay)  
I slay (okay), okay (okay), I slay (okay), okay, okay, okay, okay  
Okay, okay, ladies, now let's get in formation, 'cause I slay  
Okay, ladies, now let's get in formation, 'cause I slay  
Prove to me you got some coordination, 'cause I slay  
Slay trick, or you get eliminated  

  
 

  
  
  
  
[Verse: Beyoncé]  
When he **** me good, I take his *** to Red Lobster, cause I 
slay  
When he **** me good, I take his *** to Red Lobster, 
we gon slay  
If he hit it right, I might take him on a flight on my chopper, I 
slay  
Drop him off at the mall, let him buy some J's, let him shop 
up, 'cause I slay  

I might get your song played on the radio station, 'cause I slay  
I might get your song played on the radio station, 'cause I slay  
You just might be a black Bill Gates in the making, 'cause I slay  
I just might be a black Bill Gates in the making  

  
[Chorus: Beyoncé]  
I see it, I want it, I stunt, yellow bone it  
I dream it, I work hard, I grind 'til I own it  
I twirl on them haters, albino alligators  
El Camino with the seat low, sippin' Cuervo with no chaser  
Sometimes I go off (I go off), I go hard (I go hard)  
Get what's mine (take what's mine), I'm a star (I'm a star)  
Cause I slay (slay), I slay (hey), I slay (okay), I slay (okay)  

Explain the appearance of the women in the 
pool. How does their appearance connect with 
the lyrics in the song? Consider stopping at 

1:48.   
  
  
  
  
  
Describe some of the visuals that appear during 
the chorus. What is a common theme with these 

visuals? (beginning minute 2:00)   
  
  
  
 
At 2:52, there is a brief image of a parade in New 
Orleans.  What is the purpose of showing these 
glimpses of culture and heritage? How do these 
images tie back to the first images of a sinking 

police car?  
  
  
  
How does the visual and musical tone change at 
this part of the song? Cite examples from the 

video in your response.  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
Read the underlined phrases. What is Beyoncé making? How do the visuals and lyrics work 

together to create meaning?  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
How does the tone change in the lyrics? Cite words and phrases to support your response.   
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I slay (okay), I slay (okay), I slay (okay), I slay (okay)  
We gon' slay (slay), gon' slay (okay), we slay (okay), I slay (okay)  
I slay (okay), okay (okay), I slay (okay), okay, okay, okay, okay  
Okay, okay, ladies, now let's get in formation, I slay  
Okay, ladies, now let's get in formation, 'cause I slay  
Prove to me you got some coordination, 'cause I slay  
Slay trick, or you get eliminated, I slay  

  
  
  
  
  
  
 
[Bridge: Beyoncé]  
Okay, ladies, now let's get in formation, I slay  
Okay, ladies, now let's get in formation  
You know you that ***** when you cause all this conversation  
Always stay gracious, best revenge is your paper  
  
[Outro]  
Girl, I hear some thunder  

Golly, look at that water, boy, oh lord  

  
  
  
  
In this final chorus, what lasting images does 
Beyoncé leave the audience with? How do they 

tie together with the theme of the video?  
  
  
  
  
  
  
Describe the final visual. Why does Beyoncé 
leave the audience with this image? How does 

she juxtapose the visual with the lyrics?  

  
  
Reread the underlined lyrics. How is the word, “slay” evolving throughout this song?   
Cite evidence in your response.  
  
  
  
  
What final message does Beyoncé leave the audience with based on the last refrain?  
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After Reading, Directions: Write an objective summary of all three texts.  

Writing an Objective Summary 
 

Tweet it up! 
 

 
 

Summarize a text in only 140 characters. You 
may begin by annotating a text for central 
idea(s) and key details. 1:2:4: Consider forming 
a pair by phoning a friend to compare notes 
and reach consensus on the central ideas of 
the texts. Then, alone, decide on a tweet that 
captures the essence of the text in the fewest 
words possible. 

This fun exercise forces you to distinguish 
essential from non-essential information and 
to capture the substance of a text concisely. 

DCPS student work samples: 
In “Sinners in the Hands of an Angry God” by 
Jonathan Edwards, the author uses images of hell 
and Gods wrath to scare the audience. #scaryhell 
“Sinners in the Hands of an Angry God” tries to 
instill fear in the reader by saying God is the only 
thing preventing you from going to hell. 

 
 

Objective Summary: SNL Opening Monologue 
Objective Summary: “No Place for Self-Pity, No 
Room for Fear” 

Objective Summary: “Formation” 
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Day 2 

Learning Objective: You will be able to…. 

• Interpret ways that artists respond to 

injustice in socially active ways. 

Agenda: 
1. Warm Up 
2. Second Read of text set 
3. Text dependent questions 
4. Exit Ticket  

Tasks:  
 Warm Up 

 Text-Dependent 

Questions 

 Exit Ticket 

Videos/Digital Resources:  

 
Before Reading:  

Warm Up 

Directions: for each of the sentence stems below, complete the sentence and further explain the word’s meaning. 
 
1. Even though we didn’t understand her motive,               

                   . 

2. Since she had such a radical idea,                 

                   . 

3. Before the young man became exhausted,                

                   . 

4. Even though he felt depressed,                 

                   . 

5. Because he wanted to be a deliberate thinker,               

                   . 
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After Reading:  

Assessment – Most important Word 

Directions: choose what you consider to be the most important word from each text and defend your answers with textual evidence. Write 1-2 

sentences for each text. 
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Day 3 

Learning Objective: You will be able to…. 

• Choose evidence of how artists respond in 

socially active ways. 

Agenda: 
1. Warm Up 
2. Third Read  
3. Prompt/Evidence 

Collection Video** 
4. Evidence Collection Chart 
5. Multi-Paragraph Outline  

Tasks:  
 Warm Up 

 Evidence Collection Chart 

 Multi-Paragraph Outline 

Videos/Digital Resources:  

• Prompt / Evidence Collection 

 
Before Reading:  

Warm Up  

Directions: Write a paragraph about the image below using your five vocabulary words for the week. Be sure to clearly show the meaning of each 

word in your paragraph.  
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Evidence Collection Chart:  

Culminating Question  

Directions: Unpack the prompt below and then determine the best graphic organizer to organize your evidence and select appropriate evidence. 

 

How do artists respond in socially active ways? Cite and explain evidence from two or more texts in your response. 
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After Reading:  

Assessment  

Directions: Complete each sentence stem below to show your comprehension of the ideas in these texts. 
 
1. The artists we have read about share unique, deliberate motives and approaches to responding to injustice because      

                    

2. The artists we have read about share unique, deliberate motives and approaches to responding to injustice, but       

                    

3. The artists we have read about share unique, deliberate motives and approaches to responding to injustice, so       
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Multiple Paragraph Outline 
Name _______________________________________________Date:  

___________________________________ 

Topic:____________________________________________________________________________  

Thesis Statement:  
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Main Idea Details 

Introduction 

 

¶1 

 

 

 

 

 

¶2 

 

 

 

 

 

¶3 

 

 

 

 

 

¶4 

 

 

 

 

Conclusion 

 

¶5 
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Day 4 

Learning Objective: You will be able to…. 
• Explain how artists challenged and changed 

issues in their communities. 

Agenda: 
1. Warm Up 

2. Re-Read as necessary  

3. Culminating Response 

Tasks:  
 Warm Up 

 Culminating Response 

Videos/Digital Resources:  

 
Before Reading:  

Warm Up 

Directions: Read through your graphic organizer and multi-paragraph outline with a family member or call a friend. Ask them the following 

questions and jot your responses below. 

 

• What is the strongest part of my draft?  Why?  

 

 

 

 

• What is the weakest part of my draft? Why?  

 

 

 

Based on the feedback you received, what changes will you make to improve it further? Jot your ideas below.  
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Name: _________________________________________Date:  _______________________ 

Topic: How do artists respond in socially active ways? Cite and explain evidence from two or more texts in 
your response. 
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Anchor Writing Standard Checklist  Grades 11-12 
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.11-12.2: Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey complex ideas, concepts, 
and information clearly and accurately through the effective selection, organization, and analysis of content.  
A. Introduce a topic; organize complex ideas, concepts, and information so that each new element builds on that which 

precedes it to create a unified whole; include formatting (e.g., headings), graphics (e.g., figures, tables), and multimedia when 
useful to aiding comprehension.  

B. Develop the topic thoroughly by selecting the most significant and relevant facts, extended definitions, concrete details, 
quotations, or other information and examples appropriate to the audience's knowledge of the topic.  

C. Use appropriate and varied transitions and syntax to link the major sections of the text, create cohesion, and clarify the 
relationships among complex ideas and concepts.  

D. Use precise language, domain-specific vocabulary, and techniques such as metaphor, simile, and analogy to manage the 
complexity of the topic.  

E. Establish and maintain a formal style and objective tone while attending to the norms and conventions of the discipline in 
which they are writing.  

F. Provide a concluding statement or section that follows from and supports the information or explanation presented (e.g., 
articulating implications or the significance of the topic).  

Target Writing Standard Checklist 

W.2   Write informative/explanatory text  

A.  

  Introduces a topic  
 Organizes complex  

o Ideas  
o Concepts  
o Information   

 so that each new element builds on that which precedes it to create a unified whole  
  Includes aids to support comprehension  

o Formatting (e.g., headings)  
o Graphics (e.g., figures, tables)  
o Multimedia  

B.  

 Develops the topic thoroughly by selecting the  
o Most significant and relevant facts  
o Extended definitions  
o Concrete details  
o Quotations  
o Or other information and examples appropriate to the audience’s knowledge of the topic  

C.  

  Use transitions and syntax that are:  
o Appropriate  
o Varied   

 Use transitions and syntax to:  
o Link major sections of the text  
o Create cohesion  
o Clarify relationships  

▪  Among complex ideas  
▪  Among complex concepts  

D  

 Use the following to manage the complexity of the topic  
o precise language   
o domain-specific   
o techniques such as metaphor, simile, and analogy   

E.  

 Establish and maintain  
o a formal style  
o objective tone  
o Attend to norms and conventions  
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Close Reading Reflection 
 

Process Reflection 

What went well? What challenges did you encounter?  

  

 
Learning Reflection  

What did you learn from this Close Read? How will you use what you’ve learned?  
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